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European Camping Group brands win 4 awards in 10 days  
 

Homair Vacances, Roan and Eurocamp widely acclaimed by international 
tourism industry professionals  

 
 
Aix-en-Provence, 4th April 2018. EUROPEAN CAMPING GROUP, the European 
leader in the mobile-home holidays sector, is proud to celebrate several awards 
received by the group’s brands. In the run-up to the start of the 2018 camping 
season, Homair Vacances, Roan and Eurocamp have ranked top in no less than four 
award categories over the past ten days. 
 
Roan, the group’s premium brand based in the 
Netherlands, won the Dutch Zoover Awards Best 
Camping Tour operator 2018 category which rewards 
determined efforts to provide a high-quality service.  
 
 
 
Meanwhile, the UK #1 brand Eurocamp, which also 
operates in the Netherlands, won the Zoover Awards 
Most Popular Campsite Tour-operator category, 
illustrating the strength and the popularity of the brand 
among the broader retail market. 
 
 
 
 
Lastly, Homair Vacances, the group’s historical brand 
based in Aix en Provence, was awarded the Travel d’Or 
prize in the Mobile-home Holidays category which 
rewards outstanding holiday websites and covers all of 
the major players in the sector. The company was 
selected by a jury of professionals composed of some of 
the biggest names in the tourism industry, the media and 
the internet, alongside French internet users.  
 
Homair Vacances was also acclaimed as the strongest brand name among 
French campers in the sector’s foremost annual survey conducted by 
Promotourisme. 
 
 



EUROPEAN CAMPING GROUP CEO Alain CALMÉ announced “we are particularly 
proud of these latest awards received by our brands. They reflect our know-how and 
the efforts made by all of our teams to make the quality holidays we provide an ever-
richer customer experience”.  
	  
	  
	  
	  
 
 
 
About EUROPEAN CAMPING GROUP 
EUROPEAN CAMPING GROUP is positioned exclusively in the mobile-homes holiday market and is 
the European leader, generating revenues of EUR 230 million. For the 2017 season, the group offered 
holiday solutions to its customers in some 20,000 units (mainly mobile-homes) across almost 300 
destinations in Europe, via its five complementary brands: EUROCAMP, HOMAIR, AL FRESCO, 
ROAN and GO4CAMP.  
http://www.europeancampinggroup.com 
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